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Now that many of the films of last year's
production boom are being released, ifs
possible to judge the Canadian film industry from something other than a financial perspective. In the midst of fervent
Hollywood North backslapping, ifs almost easier to review the 'deal' than the
movie that comes from it in the case of
Nothing Personal, the deal is more
interesting.
Nothing Personal is the story of a
college law professor (Donald Sutherland), and a lawyer (Suzanne Somers),
who become involved in an attempt to
protect a seal breeding ground in Alaska
from the evil machinations of government bureaucracies and big business.
Along the way, they also become 'involved.' It is described in a press release as a
"contemporary romantic comedy with
strong social overtones,"
The "strong social overtones" come,
supposedly, from the inclusion of some
currently popular liberal causes. But
these elements seem to be there as cardboard excuses for a plot. Picking corrupt
businessmen, obsessed military types.
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Donald Sutherland and Suzanne Somers may be sacked up together, but ifs really Nothing
PersonaP.
Donald Sutherland, one of the most
and slaughterers of baby seals as foils and
charmingly intelligent screen actors
targets of humour is terribly simple. It also
around, comes off looking dumb, and
constitutes shameless pandering to audwas put to far better use in the recent A
ience prejudices.
Man, A Woman, and A Bank — a similar
The film is riddled with implausible
scenes: there is a twice-repeated gag but superior picture. Somers is adequate in
a role that is clearly designed to counterabout an overflowing bathtub: it makes
sense only if you don't know how a plug act the 'dumb blonde' image she has
works, Sutherland (a law professor re- .acquired from television.
The film's most interesting aspects remember) uses an airport-porter-cumlaw-student and the yellow pages as late to its Canadian-ness, Much of Nothing Personal was shot in Toronto, but it is
sources in his search for a lawyer. Naturset in the U. S, An entertaining time can be
ally, the first one in the book, A. Adams,
had trying to pick out the Toronto locaturns out to be Somers,
The romance that blossoms between tions to see how they match up with the
the two leading players is virtually instan- American ones.
There are a great number of Canadian
taneous. Their relationship, far from being the classic Tracy-Hepburn mould, is actors, but they appear almost sublimincharacterized
by coarse,
obvious ally. Such Second City stalwarts as Cathhumour, and conversations in which the erine O'Hara, Ben Gordon, Joe Flaherty,
two talk at the same time and about and Eugene Levy, who could easily carry
such a picture on their own, are on screen
different subjects.
No time is given for anything to de- for less time than the credits,
'Nothing personal' is a phrase that
velop: the first fifteen minutes or so are
barely understandable. Two car chases, usually precedes an insult as in 'Nothing
one of which leads up to the film's 'cli- personal, but I think you're an idiot' Ifs an
max,' are unfunny and unexciting. Noth- appropriate title for this movie.
ing Personal is constructed like a TV
sitcom; its principal concern is speed, not
Gerry Flahive
coherence.

